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The arrival of the COVID-19 pandemic caused rapid and significant changes to the traditional general practice working environment. Prior to the pandemic, the majority of patient consultations involved face-to-face interaction. In March 2020, with the rapid increase in COVID-19 cases RCGP guidance advised GPs to switch to remote consulting where possible. Remote consulting allows patient-doctor interaction to be maintained, while eliminating the risk of transmission of communicable diseases. Although remote consulting has been used more often by GPs in recent years, the unprecedented rapidity and scale of change in general practice consulting is likely to be the most significant change in the history of the profession. There are challenges and opportunities from the increase in remote consulting. The subtleties of human interaction, with all the non-verbal cues, incidental findings and extra detail provided by traditional consulting have been replaced by the dialling of phone numbers, the leaving of voicemails and the adjustment of webcams. The rich tapestry of detail from face to face consultations is unlikely to feature in general practice as it did before COVID-19.

Although many doctors and patients will miss the pre COVID-19 era, it is important to consider possible opportunities provided by the seismic shift to remote consulting. One area of interest is the effect on GP’s physical activity of GPs. General Practice has long been a predominantly sedentary, desk-based occupation. Traditionally, GPs have typically sat for most of the working day during consultations, while working on the computer, making telephone calls and carrying out paperwork. An important, yet largely neglected consideration is the cost of this to our health. This is poignant given that health concerns are what we deal with throughout our working lives.

The effect of sedentary behaviour on health has been an area of research interest since the pioneering work of the epidemiologist, Jeremy Morris, in the 1940s and 1950s. Morris and colleagues demonstrated that sedentary bus drivers had higher rates of mortality from coronary heart disease than bus conductors, their more active colleagues (Morris et al., 1953a, Morris et al., 1953b). Since then, an ever-increasing weight of evidence has demonstrated the negative health effects of sedentary behaviour (Paffenbarger et al., 2001). It is now acknowledged that sedentary behaviour is associated with multiple adverse health outcomes, including mental health issues, obesity, type 2 diabetes, cardiovascular disease and dementia, as well as breast, colorectal, endometrial and ovarian cancer (Biswas et al., 2015; Hamer et al., 2009; Paffenbarger et al., 2001; Ravaglia et al., 2008; Rovio et al., 2005). As a result of these adverse health outcomes, sedentary behaviour is associated with increased all-cause mortality, even when allowing for confounding variables (Biswas et al., 2015; Chau et al., 2013; Koster et al., 2012; Katzmarzyk et al., 2009). These findings demonstrate a dose-response relationship between sedentary time and mortality (Biswas et al., 2015; Chau et al., 2013; Koster et al., 2012; Katzmarzyk et al., 2009). In light of these findings, 2019 UK physical activity guidelines state that through all stages of life, individuals should minimise their sedentary behaviour, and break up periods of
sedentary behaviour where possible (UK Chief Medical Officers' Physical Activity Guidelines, 2019). By reducing their sedentary behaviour, and being more physically active throughout the working day, GPs could improve their health outcomes, and give a positive example to patients and colleagues. One successful example of GP involvement in the promotion of physical activity is the RCGP parkrun practice initiative that encourages practice staff and patients to engage in local parkrun events. With the relentless march of the “obesity epidemic” and associated “metabolic syndrome,” is this the time for GPs to reduce their own sedentary behaviour and start moving more? This question is topical given the increased morbidity and mortality among obese individuals affected by COVID-19.

Old arguments in favour of maintaining the sedentary status quo are less relevant in light of changes to consulting in recent months. For example, there were fears that the use of standing desks by GPs could be detrimental to patient-doctor interaction, as a result of a perceived power imbalance where the doctor is looking down at the patient. However, there has long been a power imbalance in most consulting rooms, with doctors sitting in chairs superior to those of their patients. It was also argued that the introduction of intercoms or call screens to GP waiting rooms was more time-efficient and avoided “wasting” valuable time walking to call the next patient in. Instead, one patient could be replaced by another without the GP having to move an inch and allowing the time-pressed doctor a few more valuable seconds to review patient notes. With the move to more remote consulting, concerns about the use of standing desks, call screens and intercoms have now become much less relevant.

There are now many opportunities for GPs to reduce their sedentary behaviour. If remote consulting results in greater time-efficiency throughout the working day, general practice staff may have the opportunity to get out walking or running during their lunchbreaks. Telephone and video consultations can be conducted standing up, without any worry about the impact on the patient-doctor interaction. The availability of wireless headsets opens up the option of taking it a step further (pun intended) by “active consulting,” where the doctor can walk around the consulting room or even use a treadmill desk while talking with patients. Other, more adventurous, novel ideas include performing lunges while waiting for the patient to answer the phone or performing a squat hold while signing a pile of scripts! For more detail, the transition from sedentary to active working has been examined in depth in the book by Katy Bowman, engagingly titled “Don’t Just Sit There” (Bowman, 2016).

If we are not careful, the shift towards remote consulting could end up making GPs more sedentary than ever before. With reduced face to face consulting, opportunities to break up sedentary time with movement, such as walking to the waiting room, going on home visits, or getting out of the chair to examine patients, will be less frequent than in the pre COVID-19 era. Instead, more time will be spent talking on the phone or using computer screens, tasks most GPs typically perform sitting down.

To reduce the burden of overweight and obesity requires cultural change away from a society becoming more sedentary, towards one that is increasingly physically active. This culture change requires buy-in and engagement at all levels of society. Healthcare workers should be at the forefront, leading these changes to improve their own health and the health of patients. GPs can be key protagonists by virtue of their position in the healthcare system, where they have significant levels of patient contact and opportunities for health promotion. I would encourage everyone working in general practice to make the most of these new opportunities to move more, and lead the way to a healthier, less sedentary and more physically active society.
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